Detection of online spread of terrorism using web data mining
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ABSTRACT

Terrorist growth has increased in certain parts of the world. Terrorist groups use Facebook, WhatsApp, messages to spread their information on the social network. It is essential to detect terrorism and prevent its spreading before a certain time. The basic idea of this project is to reduce or stop spreading of terrorism and to remove all these accounts. A terrorist is spreading their terrorism activities using the internet by speech, text, videos. Terrorist groups are utilizing the internet as a medium to convince innocent people to take part in terrorist activities by infuriating the people through web pages that inspire disenchanted individuals to take part in the terrorist organization. This needs a lot of human effort to implement this project that will collect the information and find the terrorist groups. To reduce the human effort, we implement the system which detects terrorist groups in social media.
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1. INTRODUCTION

All terrorist activities are taking place through the web. Their infrastructure is based on the web for multiple purposes. The web data mining is used to track the terrorist activities which is focused on tracking the abnormal contents transferring through online such as the sites generated by terrorist which may include examining the information that is utilized by the users of the web. This terrorist tracking system has two modes of operations: 1. the mode of training 2. the mode of detection. The training mode in the terrorist tracking system is used to determine the likes and interests of a typical terrorist group. It is performed by webpage processing utilized by the terrorist in the due course of time. The mode of detection in the terrorist tracking system is used to perform real-time analyzing the traffic on the web. It is obtained by the group monitoring the content that is available on the web. This, in turn, raises the alarm if the information utilized is related to the terrorist behaviour and it is not similar to the behaviour and interest of the ordinary user. The version of the terrorist tracking system experiments is implemented on the environment of the local network and it is evaluated. This ingenious knowledge-based technique is used for tracking the terrorist by analyzing the web traffic data as per the information was given by the audit. This project works by learning the basic behaviour and interest of the terrorists by using the web data mining algorithm to extract the textual content of terrorist websites. The typical behaviour of the terrorist is obtained by the precious analyses which are utilized to perform the real-time detection of terrorist from the group of normal users.

2. MINING STRUCTURE

Fig. 1: Mining Structure

2.1 Web data mining

Mining of the web is similar to data mining and text mining but varies in certain aspects. This is similar to data mining since most of the data mining mechanisms are used in web data mining. This is also similar to text mining since most of the contents of the web are text. Moreover, this is not exactly data mining since web data mining includes all types of data like semi-structured, unstructured data, while the data mining
technique works only with the structured data primarily. The mining of web data is not similar to text mining since it has the nature of the semi-structured on the web. Mostly the text mining process aims at the unstructured text. The web data mining needs innovative applications that are to be used in data mining and also in the text mining methods that possess its own identical methodologies. In recent years, there is tremendous growth in the activities taking place in web data mining.

2.2 Web mining system structure
Web mining is also a type of Data Mining. This data mining methodology involves the extraction of the data with meaningful insights and also valuable content is to be collected from the huge volume of the data. Web mining technique involves the mining of the characteristics and typical behaviour of the web users through the web applications proposed. The information that had been extracted is to be used for a wide variety of the methods it includes there comes of the proposed web application, which may also determine fraudulent information and elements available etc. Web mining is moreover often determined as the part and parcel of the business intelligence system in very important organizations inferior to its technical aspects. This is solely utilised for determining the business strategies and taking various decisions by the efficient and also the effective use of web applications. The major purpose of this project is the system is very helpful for determining the terrorism-related activities. By using this project all the users of this project may be able to conclude the access by the suspicious users by checking their search list and conversation more over the system is able to detect the major source and initiators of the terrorism-related activities and the project is very helpful to minimize and even stop the terrorism-related activities. The project very said to possess a very wide range of scope in the national security and protecting the civilians of the nation. The project is said to be helpful to detect terror-related activities. The project has a wide range of scope among the Military and also the CBI officers. By utilising the project mentioned the counter-terrorism organisations may come to identify the plans of the terrorist and this takes the necessary steps to avoid the accident and spread of terrorism. Blogs, websites, social networking sites, and other sources of web used and hosted for carrying out such activities by the terrorist groups is to be avoided by the use of web mining.

3. CLEANING PROCESS

![Fig. 2: Cleaning Process](Image)

3.1 Data Storage
The preprocessing results from the desired logs of the web server area to be stored and maintained in the relational database this in turns helps for the easy storage, retrieval and also the analysis. Preprocessing of the data: Preprocessing of the data converter is used to convert the raw data available according to the needs which will be helpful for the discovery of the pattern. The sole purpose of the preprocessing of the available data is to make the data quality better and there comes the need to increase the accuracy of the mining. Preprocessing task is consists of the following task such as the extraction of the field, cleaning the processed data. This is the ideological phase is the most hectic, complex and also the ungrateful step involved in the overall processing process. The proposed system misty be used to describe the things in a brief manner and also determine that the task involved is to clean the raw data from the log files of the web and also insert the data processed into the relational database system this in turn orders to apply the appropriate data mining techniques seconds is applied in the second phase of the processing process. since the major steps of the phase included are; initially extract the logs from the web so that includes a collection of the data from the web server. Secondly, it includes the cleaning of the logs of web obtained and this, in turn, removes the redundant and also the repeated information. Finally, the data is parsed and the parsed data is to be given in a relational database system otherwise data warehouse system is used and also the data is reduced by frequency analysis in order to create reports in summary.

![Fig. 3: Data storage](Image)

4. SCOPE OF RESEARCH WORK
The objective of this project is to find the typical behaviour of the terrorist in terms of their activities. The user can able to get knowledge about the distrustful conservation so that the user can able to detect the terrorism source. This will minimize the propagation of terrorist activities. This project will have a wide scope for national assets security. Terrorism activities can be easily found in this project. This methodology has the main scope in military purpose as well as for the Central Bureau of Investigation agents. By this project terrorist communication can be avoided. Terrorist provocations their activities mainly by blogs, social media by means of this project terrorist activities can be avoided.

5. LITERATURE SURVEY
The basis of study idea: The fastest growing area in the research is web data mining. It consists of web data mining, Web structure mining, and Web content mining. Web data mining is the process of discovering the users accessing pattern from the web data logs. The web structure mining is useful in discovering the knowledge from the structure of the hyperlinks.
Problem Statement: The proposed system is used for the patterns detection, detection of the keywords and detecting the relevant information relevant from the unstructured data available in the web page is used to mining of the web data and also the data mining [2]. The proposed system is used for the mining of the web pages by using the algorithm for web mining for mining the textual content in the available web pages from the internet and also detection of the web pages which are suspected to be in relevant with the terrorism. Web mining is used along with the data mining at most of the times for the accurate results.

5.1 Existing Solutions
Actually none of the available systems is ready to look into the eye in the various available websites and also detecting the suspicious and the terrorist-related words that are available online [4]. The counter-terrorism organizations are not able to trace such terrorism-related websites and also the web pages or considering any of the user searching for the suspicious contents and also the terrorism-related terminologies. The terrorism is in the high peak and the ratio of terrorist activities are heavily growing in the world using the internet. Then there is a need to trace those systems and track all the websites for spreading of the terrorism using the internet and the ultimate aim of the system is to make the terrorism ratio very less and also stopping the online spread of the terrorism.

5.2 Clustering technique comparison:
Clustering is to be divided into two major subgroups broadly:
- **Hard clustering**: In this type of clustering, every data in the cluster should be in a cluster entirely or it should not be in that cluster. Example consider the individual customer in any of the 10 clusters.
- **Soft Clustering**: In this type of clustering, not every data is put in a separate in the cluster instead there comes a probability, any other consideration to be kept in a group or likelihood of the data to be assigned to the clusters. Example consider each of the customer to be assigned to either in any of the ten clusters available or the customer.
- **Connectivity models**: According to the name suggests, the concerned models of this type is based on the fact that the data that are close in the data space is said to express a high similarity to each other and not similar to data points outside of the cluster. The above-mentioned models are said to follow one of the two approaches. The first approach is starting firstly with the classification of all the data available into clusters separately & aggregation of the data points decreases the distance. Secondly the approach, the data points are said to be classified as the single and complete cluster as per the partition the distance among them is increased.
- **Centroid models**: This type of clustering is the iterative form of clustering algorithms which is based on the fact that the similarity of the data points is based on the centroid it is derived based on the closeness of the cluster. K-Means clustering algorithm is one among the popular clustering algorithms this k means algorithm comes under this category.
- **Distribution models**: These clustering models are based on the notion of how probable is it that all data points in the cluster belong to the same distribution (For example: Normal, Gaussian). These models often suffer from overfitting. A popular example of these models is Expectation-maximization algorithm which uses multivariate normal distributions.
- **Density Models**: These models search the data space for areas of varied density of data points in the data space. It isolates various different density regions and assigns the data points within these regions in the same cluster. Popular examples of density models are DBSCAN and OPTICS.

5.3 Opinion definition and opinion summarization
Automatic summarization is the challenge due to the extensive information. The essential techniques that are needed for the recognizing of opinion are the opinion definition and the opinion summarization. Opinion definition of the data is done based on the text, sentence that are available as a document; this is also obtained from the complete document, summarization of the opinions are extensively important because of the need to analyse the normal behaviour of the user [17]. The aforementioned work is based on the intermediate sentences. Subsequent tracking requires the opinion mining of the individuals’. The opinion and the behaviour of the people are analysed through the text, comments and the search history available. After collecting the opinion and behaviour of the user there comes a necessary to summarize opinion and the typical behaviour since all the opinion and behaviour of the user is not expressed and described as a document. Opinion summarization is extremely important for the government to analyse the behaviour and the opinion of the people [16], [18]. This step helps in analysing the users to detect the terrorist from normal users. The opinion mining is important to classify the people into the normal, legitimate user and the terrorist groups are detected. There comes the need for the opinion mining of the people to determine the terrorist groups from normal users. Based on the opinion mining the characteristics of the normal user is detected from which the deviations are said to be terrorist.

5.4 Basic Clustering Techniques
K-means clustering and the hierarchical clustering that includes the agglomerative clustering analyzed used to analyze the text documents that are smaller in size analyze small text. The k means clustering method is based on the distance and the clustering is performed on basis of the mean value there occurred the continuous need of the iteration to determine the exact clustering and those deviates from this normal cluster are assumed to be a terrorist [13]. The strongest clusters obtained through the continuous iteration which is iterative in nature the continuous iteration is based on the value of the mean distance which is taken as random value initially. The values of the mean distance are recomputed regularly to determine the exact clusters with greater accuracy is to be ensured. Moreover, a lot of iterations are required for the stable cluster formation and then the output is made as final positive or negative.

5.5 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the clustering analysis technique. This technique is the supervised learning that is kernel based technique. Support vector machine is said to a research problem that is unsolved so far but it is the fast resolution technique. The SVM technique is extensively used in sentiment analysis. It is a popular technique because of its non-linear nature it is assumed to be simple for evaluation in aspects of both theoretically and computationally easy. SVM technique is the model the input-output relationship is efficient based on the output variable. SVM technique has much of the efficiency that is greater in the traditional level of categorization of the text this is compared with the other classification techniques such as the Naïve Bayes and also the Maximum Entropy [20].

5.6 Naïve Bayes
Naïve Bayesian classification algorithm is the conditional probabilities based algorithm. It is done by counting and
computing values based on the occurrence and the values are made into combinations based on the historical data. Therefore this classification is called the probabilistic method. Naïve Bayes is known to be the best-known algorithm based on probability values. Naïve Bayes is the supervised learning used for the accurate classification [14], [21], [19], [20] Naïve Bayesian algorithm, as well as the binary keyword, are used together in order to produce a single dimensional degree analysis.

5.7 Neural Network

Neural Network technique is not similar to the support vector machine. It is a technique that is non-linear in its aspects this makes this not well known and popularly used the technique for data mining to use in the analysis. Associated set back of the non-linear techniques is considered as the following such as problem arises in the theoretical analysis and also problem that is associated with deciphering the text and the computation required (Zhang, 2001). Moreover is the technique that is kernel-based technique, the prediction as well as the classification strength associated non-linear techniques is made very much effective that is determined in consideration with the linear techniques.

5.8 K-Nearest Neighbor

It had been concluded based on the researches that have occurred till now but k nearest neighbour algorithm is the non-parametric method so that they were used in the regression and also the classification. The input this method consists of the k neighbour training data set to classify the terrorist and the typical normal behaviour and the behaviour of the terrorist is fed to the system and more over the output of the system is determined based on the input that has been given to the system and the output is based on the class membership property. If the object is more similar work the data point and if the value of the k is 1 then the object is assigned to the cluster if not kept under another cluster. This algorithm is not highly grasped the attention in many of the text analysis when compared to the support vector machine. The Naïve Bayesian classification and the specified Maximum Entropy classification are said to explored widely in many numbers of the experiments in analyzing the behavior of the pattern based on analyzing their sentiments and views such is performed by the above-mentioned algorithms. The typical behavior that includes their character analysis through their analyzing their so far liked and the disliked items and the typical behavior of the user is analyzed crucially. The performance of the clustering technique is based on the attribute selection.

5.9 Decision Tree

As the name implies the decision tree is the standard too used for the decision making. It is the tree-based model determining the various conditions and the resulted consequences are also explained. It is the flow chart like structure in which the internal nodes are considered as the test nodes and the child nodes are considered to be the resultant nodes. The classification from the internal node consider the main root node to the child node that is class labelled node is mentioned as the classification path and each of the internal nodes is taken as the test condition for the classification. The linear representation of the decision tree is the decision rule. But this method has certain difficulty as the determination of the test condition is very different. If the determination of the test condition goes in a bad way then the entire classification is collapsed. Hence determining the decision rule is difficult without analysing and class labelling a very huge number of the population.

6. METHODOLOGY

Web mining algorithms are used for mining the textual information that is available in the web pages after collecting the textual information the words relevant to the terrorism is detected. [12] Websites that have been created using different platforms, different algorithm and different programming languages are tracked. The proposed system is able to check whether the websites and the contents on the internet are promoting and spreading the activities related to terrorism and the terrorism-related propaganda is checked and then detected. The proposed system is used to detect and analyze the websites and also classify them accordingly as the terrorism-related and the normal legitimate users and sort them as the normal user or the terrorist. Data mining and web data mining are the two features that are to be used together for this detection process. Data mining technique is utilized to determine and define the pattern from the available collection of the websites and the data from the websites mined are the huge volume of data sources, the results obtained are widely used [4]. Web mining is also similar to data mining since it involves the text mining methods that are used to scan the data and also extracting the useful pattern from unstructured data. The proposed system is widely used by the government for anti-terrorism organizations. The proposed system aims to help such organizations for tracking the terrorist.

Websites must have characteristics that are mentioned:

**Load Balancing:** This is required by the websites since the admin can access the system by the available logs of the admin based on the load that is given to the server is to be limited and set control over it. This is done for the access of the admin.

**Accessibility:** For the easy accessibility of the records and store the other available information for easy access respectively.

**The system must be user-friendly:** The Website that is given to the public must be user-friendly for easy usage. The system must be efficient and also reliable. Easy maintenance of websites is essential for web data mining. These characteristics are said to be followed by websites for efficient mining of the websites.

7. APPLICATIONS

- Web mining algorithms are used for mining the textual information that is available in the web pages and also the relevancy of the websites to the terrorism is detected.
- Websites that are developed in the various platforms is also traced by the application without any difficulty. The proposed system will analyze the entire websites for the contents related to terrorism.
- The proposed system will categorize the websites as the normal website and the terrorism-related websites and also the users are classified as the normal user or the terrorist is determined.
- Data mining mythologies to use to derive a pattern from the websites and the available data. The pattern is used for the classification of the users and the websites.
- Web mining technologies are used along with the data mining methods to be utilized for the data in the websites to be and scanned for extracting the useful contents that are present in the structured, semi-structured as well as the from the unstructured data. Both the methods used simultaneously for the efficient detection of the terrorist.
- The application is used to block the terrorist once they are suspected and detected to be a terrorist.

8. CONCLUSION
The application that is to be developed will stop the spread of terrorism by preventing the radicalization of the people through online websites and the other media available on the internet. People are denied access to these websites and these media because the terrorist organizations are using the internet as the media to promote and spread terrorism and hence the terrorism is avoided.
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